SAC Membership 2019-2020

Council Officers
Carlier Myers (Chair)
Jean Seneff (Vice Chair)
Dawn Ellis (Secretary)
Matthew Smith (Past Chair)

College of Arts and Sciences
Renee Holland-Golphin
Kathryn Howard
Amanda Ross
Kathryn Shafer

Case School of Engineering
Doug Degirolamo
Chris Littman
Laura Marshall
Tiffany McNamara

School of Law
Samantha Ciriaco
Teresa Underwood

Weatherhead School of Management
George Smiltins
Pat Zmijewski

School of Medicine
Kimberly Bible
Kristen Camputaro
Sara Donnelly
Dominic Dorazio
Danielle V. Jordan
Barb Juknialis
Nickalaus Kozlura
Matthew Kucmanic
Bob Lanese
Celinda Brandt Miller
Chris Olson
Susan Reichert
Dawn A. Richards
Ming-Chieh (Michelle) Shun
Bob Slovenec
Shannon Swiatkowski
Garth Wadleigh
Erin Zaletel Zmich

Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing
Dedra Hanna-Adams
Kasey King

Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences
Andrea Hess
Richard Jennings
Melissa Van

School of Dental Medicine
Colleen Friday
Grace Vibbert
Katricia Wright

Academic Administration
Laura Huffman
Eric Marcus
Gabrielle Meester
Elizabeth Miller
Xavier Nieves
Ashley St. Jean

University Administration
Elizabeth Bernal
Jeffrey Daberko
Jessica DeCaro
Anne Kumer
Vicki Moore-Holzhauer
James Nauer
Daniel Nemeth-Neumann
Karyn Newton
James Prince
Loretta Sexton
William Bassett
Mary Ann Dobbins
Theresa Grigger
Christian Kalan
Paul Keeley
Kathryn Klonowski
Kaitlyn Lionti
David Retzer
Lakisha Waller